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Packet C.txt- Written by
Tossups
1. This player’s best college performance came in a 2007 59-54 Delaware victory over Navy, where he
threw for over 400 yards and 4 touchdowns. In 2013, this player allegedly made an endorsement deal with
Haribo in return for a lifetime supply of gummy bears. This player won the starting job his rookie year
over Troy Smith, after incumbent quarterback (*) Kyle Boller suffered a season ending injury. In 2019 this
player remained on the sideline as his team suffered a 23-17 loss to the Los Angeles Chargers. That defeat was
this player’s first playoff game as a backup, following the loss of his job to rookie quarterback Lamar Jackson.
For 10 points name this quarterback, the MVP of Super Bowl XLVII [“47”], recently traded to the Broncos from
the Baltimore Ravens.
ANSWER: Joe Flacco
2. Jane Philpott’s replacement as Treasury Board president after her resignation is a longtime Liberal
MP from this province. This province’s attorney general recently hired Peter German to produce a report
after an audit revealed that a casino in this province had accepted $13.5 million in $20 bills. The leader of
one party in this province is a former professor of climate modelling, and his party won a record (*) three
seats in the 2017 provincial election. After former NDP MP Kennedy Stewart vacated his seat in this province to
become mayor of this province’s largest city, Jagmeet Singh won the resulting by-election to enter the House of
Commons. For 10 points, name this province whose current premier is John Horgan.
Answer: British Columbia
3. This person was the target of the tract The Jugglers Discovered, and was compared to Moses by John
Spittlehouse in the tract A Warning Piece Discharged. This person quelled the Bishopsgate mutiny, which
led to the execution of Robert Lockyer. During the Eleven Years’ War, this person perpetrated the
massacre of (*) Drogheda. This person’s tenure as leader of their nation included a period of military
government known as the Rule of the Major Generals. After the Banbury Mutiny, this person executed three
members of the Leveller movement. This person crushed the Irish Catholic Confederation and established
Barebone’s Parliament. For 10 points, name this man who took control of the New Model Army from Thomas
Fairfax and later became Lord Protector of England.
ANSWER: Oliver Cromwell
4. In one film, a character played by this actor raises their hands to the sky and yells “there was a
firefight!” while reconstructing a crime scene. In another film, a character played by this actor negotiates
with the manager of a neighboring hotel to take in their own tenants at a reduced price. This actor
followed up their Oscar-nominated role as Sergeant Elias in Platoon by portraying Jesus in (*) The Last
Temptation of Christ. In one role, this actor says “Godspeed, Spiderman” directly before accidentally piercing
themselves with their own glider. In 2019, this actor received their first leading role Oscar nomination for his
portrayal of Vincent Van Gogh. For 10 points, name this actor known for his distinctive facial structure and
roles in films such as At Eternity’s Gate.
ANSWER: Willem Dafoe
5. In a novel from this country, Will and Norm Phantom live in the town of Desperance. A novelist from
this country may have plagiarised Lucy Maud Montgomery’s The Blue Castle to write The Ladies of
Missalonghi. Father de Bricassart has an affair with Meggie Cleary in The Thorn Birds, a novel from this
country. It is not the U.S., but a novel set in this country follows the mothers Jane, Celeste, and Madeline.
Colleen McCullough is a novelist from this country, which is the setting of the novel (*) Big Little Lies by
Liane Moriarty. This country’s premier literary prize is named for the author of My Brilliant Career, Miles

Franklin, and this country is the setting of Alexis Wright’s Carpentaria. For 10 points, identify this country
whose male authors have included Patrick White and Peter Carey.
ANSWER: Australia
6. This practice was often accompanied by picture texts during the sixteenth century, and the earliest
form of this practice was done by the Desert Fathers. One of the Fifteen Promises of this practice
mentions that it is a “powerful armour against hell”, and this practice is often undertaken during the
month of May. This practice concludes with a Salve Regina and a Loreto Litany. In 2002, a set of five
Luminous Mysteries (*) was added to the Glorious, Joyful, and Sorrowful Mysteries that act as meditations
during this practice. This practice is divided into “decades”, each composed of ten Hail Marys, and as such has
been touted by several popes as an essential part of devotion towards the Virgin Mary. For 10 points, name this
practice in which Catholics often use a chain of beads to count the component prayers.
ANSWER: saying the Holy or Dominican Rosary
7. This artist recorded a cover of the Talking Heads’ “Burning Down the House” with the Cardigans for a
1999 album of collaborations, Reload. Mars Attacks ends with this artist serenading a group of wild
animals and this artist sang “He always runs while others walk” in the opening credits theme for
Thunderball. A song by this artist is played over 20 times on a jukebox at the Salt and Pepper Diner in a
(*) John Mulaney bit, and in The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, Carlton performs his iconic dance to a song by this
artist. In that song, this singer asks “why can’t this crazy love be mine” and claims that “to be loved by anyone”
is the title phrase. For 10 points, name this Welsh singer behind such songs as “What’s New Pussycat” and “It’s
Not Unusual”.
ANSWER: Tom Jones
8. In this musical, a character gets a Swahili-speaking man to trust him by pointing at the verse
Philippians 4:6 in his wife’s bible. One song in this musical quotes the Prayer of St. Francis, and two
other songs from this musical quote Celine Dion’s “My Heart Will Go On.” Two characters from this
musical that begin a relationship are the British businessman (*) Nick and the Texan divorcee Diane. The
opening and closing songs from this musical both contain the lyrics “to the ones who’ve left/you’re never truly
gone/a candle’s in the window and the kettle’s always on,” as well as the refrain “I’m an Islander/I am an
Islander,” and the greeting “Welcome to the Rock.” For 10 points, name this Canadian musical where the town
of Gander, Newfoundland houses the occupants of 38 planes after 9/11.
ANSWER: Come From Away
9. This object experiences the Chandler wobble. One observation of this object can be explained using the
"Zipper rift" hypothesis, which is currently believed to be as a result of passing the Pasteur point. This
body was used by the Juno spacecraft as its final gravitational slingshot. One region in this body
alternates between regions of shale and chert and regions of hematite and magnetite and are its (*) banded
iron formations. The Alvarez hypothesis includes an explanation of iridium deposits around this body. Density
gradients in one part of this object are responsible for its thermohaline circulation. For 10 points, an attempted
entry into which object led to the disintegration of NASA’s Columbia?
ANSWER: Earth
10. This character once dyed their sideburns and moustache neon pink in order to resemble a family
member. In one episode this character inadvertently buys a woman’s wig after being told it’s a “bob” and
in another episode, they use permanent marker to draw hair on themself in an attempt to land a (*) role in
a magic trick. This character later gets sick when their body rejects a hair transplant which they got in order to
look like a leading man. This character repeatedly paints themself blue while waiting for a call from the Blue
Man Group, which often leads this character to say “I blue myself”. For ten points, name this former psychiatrist
and aspiring actor, the ex-husband of Lindsay Bluth on Arrested Development.
ANSWER: Tobias Fünke (prompt on Fünke, accept Mrs. Featherbottom, Mr. F) <AF>

11. This actor performed all their own dance scenes while playing a ballerina escaped to London in The
Secret People. I n one film, a character played by this actor is ambushed at the Palais-Royal by the
presumed-dead Carson Dyle, who is hunting a set of stamps in her possession. That character played by
this actor is saved by a mysterious treasury agent played by Cary Grant. That film is (*) Charade. In one
film, this actor is arrested while driving a Vespa, shortly after meeting a character played by Gregory Peck on
the Spanish steps. In another film this actor sings that the “Rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain”, revealing
they have lost their cockney accent. For 10 points, name this actor who played Princess Ann in Roman Holiday
and Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady.
ANSWER: Audrey Hepburn
12. One thinker from this school advised “Let death and exile and everything that is terrible appear
before your eyes every day” and a later member of this school urged us to live only in the present as “a
man can lose neither past nor future; how could one rob him of what he has not got?”. This school of
thought distinguished between what is good and what is preferable, arguing that the only goods were (*)
virtues. A later advocate of this school emphasized the importance of having one’s “prohairesis”, or volition, in
accordance with nature in works such as the Enchiridion. For 10 points, Marcus Aurelius belonged to what
ancient school of philosophy founded by Zeno of Citium that advocated the submission of emotion to reason?
ANSWER: Stoicism <AF>
13. In 1987, a member of Parliament and a parliamentary secretary from this nation were killed when an
insurgent threw two grenades into this nation’s parliament building. A rebel group attacked the forces of
this nation with three offensives, all named “Operation Unceasing Waves.” A communist party from this
nation launched an attack on the “Temple of the Tooth” in 1989. That party from this nation is the JVP.
One ethnicity in this nation was targeted in a 1983 series of pogroms known as (*) “Black July.” Rebel
leaders that were active in this nation include Colonel Karuna Amman and Velupillai Prabhakaran. This nation
fought a civil war until 2009 against the separatist group the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. For 10 points,
name this island nation formerly known as Ceylon.
ANSWER: Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka (or Srī Lankā prajātāntrika samājavādī janarajaya, or
Ilaṅkai jaṉanāyaka sōsalisa kuṭiyarasu)
14. A non-golfer with this last name missed the entire 2008-09 season after getting his knee busted while
trying to drive a golf cart. A player with this last name was given the nickname 007 after clinching a
championship with 0.7 seconds left on the clock. An athlete with this last name filed for chapter 11
bankruptcy after his parents mismanaged his earnings while a member of the Columbus Blue Jackets.
The St. Louis Blues drafted a player with this last name in the (*) 2006 NHL draft, first overall. A player
with this last name led his Michigan State team to the 1979 NCAA basketball title, which began his rivalry with
Larry Bird. For 10 points, give this last name of the NBA player Earvin, an HIV positive athlete better known as
“Magic”.
ANSWER: Johnson
15. A molecule consisting of the four amino acids aspartate, cysteine, glutamate, and glycine coordinate to
four atoms of this element to stimulate tyrosine kinases. Silver nitrate precipitates out this element in the
Golgi method for staining. The Wulff–Dötz reaction converts Fischer carbenes containing this metal into
substituted phenols. The first synthesized quadruple bond is this element’s acetate hydrate. The (*)
Collins reagent and Cornforth reagents contain this metal. This metal is found in the catalyst used in the
conversion of a hydroxyl into a carbonyl, the Corey-Suggs reagent. This element’s trioxide is used as an
oxidizing agent in the Jones reaction and is an example of it in its highly toxic hexavalent state. For 10 points,
name this element found in stainless steel.
ANSWER: chromium

16. A woman wearing a shawl sits on a ledge with a violin on her lap in “The Bohemian”, a painting by an
academic artist from this country. Another artist from this country depicted a cherub pointing a drawn
bow at the title figures in “Pygmalion and Galatea” and showed members of the crowd giving “thumbs
down” to a gladiator in “Police Verso”. A series of paintings depicting people playing (*) cards was
executed by an artist from this country once described as “the father of us all” by both Picasso and an artist from
this country. A painting of a sunrise names a movement from this country whose other works include
“Luncheon of the Boating Party”, and a series of water lilies. For 10 points, name the home country of artists
such as Vigee Lebrun, Rosa Bonheur, and Claude Monet.
ANSWER: France <AF>
17. In a game named for a person who participates in this type of event, the player can receive a purple
axe with a “Plus-two” etched into it. It doesn’t involve raising the dead, but a class introduced in the
Diablo III DLC “Reaper of Souls” is someone who participates in one of these events. That Diablo III
class named after a participant in one of these events uses (*) Wrath as its resource. One joke character that
can appear in a game named for participants in these events is a horse named Glitterhoof. The first expansion of
World of Warcraft is titled for a “Burning” one of these events. A strategy game named for this type of conflict
has DLC named “The Old Gods” and “Sons of Abraham.” For 10 points, give these wars that the Pope can
declare in a Paradox game named for Kings that participate in them.
ANSWER: Crusades (Or a Crusader, Crusader Kings II, Burning Crusade)
18. A song named after one of these events has cover art that uses a photograph of the Thammasat
University Massacre of the corpse of a student protester being beaten with a chair. That song named after
one of these events declares “You’ll work harder with a gun in your back for a bowl of (*) rice a day” and
tells the listener “it’s tough kid but it’s life.” A more famous song named after one of these events begins “Hear
the sound of the falling rain Coming down like an Armageddon flame” and contains the lyrics “I beg to dream
and differ from the hollow lies.” For 10 points, the Dead Kennedys wrote about what kind of event “in
Cambodia,” a type of event that also titles a Green Day single from the album American Idiot?
ANSWER: A Holiday (accept “A Holiday in Cambodia”)
19. The second verse of “Salaam-e-ishq” from the film Muqaddar ka Sikandar focuses on this object. Amy
Lowell's “A London Thoroughfare. 2 A.M.” ends with the poet stating that she has known this object, and
that London is an alien city. Octavio Paz’s debut collection is titled for a “wild” kind of this object. In
Natasha, Pierre, and the Great Comet of 1812, the first words of the song “No One Else” are this object.
Astrophel and Stella includes a sonnet that describes the (*) sad steps of this object, and in the “Balcony
Scene”, Juliet begs Romeo not to swear on this inconstant object. The Milky Way is called the “Cloudy River of
the Sky” as the poet enjoys “a cup of wine under the flowering tree” in a Tang Dynasty poem titled for this
object. For 10 points, what object illuminates a Li Po poem about drinking alone?
ANSWER: moon
20. One character in this book travels to Denali after the events of this book, to join up with Tanya and
Irina. This novel’s author was inspired by a dream, and subsequently named the lead character based on
what she had intended to name her own daughter. After the main character in this novel is attacked in
Port Angeles, her rescuer drives her home in his silver Volvo. The Quileute tribe (*), based in the nearby
La Push reservation, is frequently referenced in this novel, as the main character is good friends with a teenager
who lives there, Jacob Black. At this novel’s climax, the main character escapes the bloodthirsty James, but her
109-year-old boyfriend continues to insist that she remains human, as immortality is a curse. For 10 points,
name this first installment in the wildly popular series of the same name, written by Stephenie Meyer.
ANSWER: Twilight
Bonuses

1. One song targeting this group declares “we ain’t trying to be the police/ when you ape the cops it ain’t
anarchy” and “You ain’t a punk cause you spike your hair/ when a jock still lives inside your head”. For 10
points each,
[10] Name this type of swastika-sporting fascist wannabe, who the Dead Kennedys tell “in a real fourth Reich
you’ll be the first to go” in a song that not-so-politely tells this group to leave their concerts.
ANSWER: Neonazis (accept Nazi punks or skinheads) (prompt on “Nazis”)
[10] Camper Van Beethoven took a more conciliatory approach to the problem of resurgent fascism, suggesting
the listener take skinheads to do this action. A band whose name mentions this action sings “Bring back
Springsteen, Madonna” in their song 1985.
ANSWER: Bowling
[10] Guitarist Ron Asheton would occasionally wear Nazi memorabilia while playing for this band. This
proto-punk band saw some success with their third album, Raw Power, though lead singer Iggy Pop would go
on to a more successful solo career.
ANSWER: The Stooges (or Iggy and the Stooges)
2. In February 2019, these two teams played a three-game series in Budweiser Arena, Scotiabank Arena, and
Little Caesars Arena. For 10 points each:
[10] Name these two teams. One team came back from a 1-0 game 1 loss to win the second game 4-3 and third
game 2-0. Sports leaders hope this series between these two teams becomes a regular fixture.
ANSWER: Canadian and United States of America Women’s National Hockey Team [accept clear knowledge
equivalents]
[10] This player scored both goals for Canada at the Vancouver 2010 Olympics, as well as the game-tying and
game-winning goals in the Sochi 2014 Olympics.
ANSWER: Marie-Philip Poulin-Nadeau
[10] Outside of Canada and the United States, only this other country has been in the finals of a Women’s Ice
Hockey Olympic final. This country’s male players have included Mats Sundin and Erik Karlsson.
ANSWER: Sweden
3. Forces loyal to this person captured Stephen of Blois at the battle of Lincoln. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this mother of Henry Plantagenet.
ANSWER: The Empress Matilda (or M
 aude, accept any answer giving her the titles of “Holy Roman
Empress,” “Queen of Germany,” “Queen of Italy,” or “Lady of the English”)
[10] Matilda and Stephen fought over the rulership of this polity. Matilda’s son Henry Plantagenet later ruled
this polity as Henry II.
ANSWER: The Kingdom of England (Do not accept or prompt on “Great Britain,” “The British Empire” or
“The United Kingdom.”)
[10] Henry II ascended to the throne of England thanks to this treaty that ended the conflict between Matilda and
Stephen. Stephen died one year after the enacting of this treaty.
ANSWER: The treaty of Wallingford (or Winchester, or Westminster)
4. This figure’s wife ate a pill of immortality meant for him, and became the moon. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this archer who kept mankind from frying by shooting down nine suns. This figure was killed by
his jealous apprentice Feng Meng after beating Feng in a goose-killing contest.
ANSWER: Hou Yi [or “Shen Yi”]
[10] The ten suns were birthed by Xihe while in the form of three-legged versions of this animal. This animal is
a trickster figure among the Indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest.
ANSWER: crow [or “raven”]
[10] Charles II paid heed to an English folktale that foretells doom if all ravens leave this building. The British
Empire fell shortly after all ravens fled this building, so that seems legit.
ANSWER: Tower of London

5. It’s nearly done, probably. Maybe. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this CW show, the longest-running American live-action fantasy TV series. Currently airing its 14th
season, this show follows two ghost-hunting, demon-fighting, un-killable brothers.
ANSWER: Supernatural
[10] The show has had numerous notable guest stars over the years. This socialite featured as her own wax
figure, a callback to the movie she starred in with one of the show’s leads.
ANSWER: Paris Hilton
[10] Supernatural was created by Eric Kripke. Kripke also produced this other, albeit short-lived, sci-fi/fantasy
series, about a time-travelling team working against a shadowy organization.
ANSWER: Timeless
6. Mitsuko Uchida once claimed that a section of the Arietta from Beethoven’s 32nd piano sonata resembled
music in this style. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this style, characterized by blues chord progressions above a repeated bass figure, that is featured in
Movement I from the piano piece Excursions.
Answer: boogie-woogie
[10] The piano piece Excursions was written by this American composer, who wrote the extremely unsuccessful
opera Antony and Cleopatra and the substantially more successful opera Vanessa.
Answer: Samuel Barber
[10] Barber’s most famous work is an adagio for this group of instruments, which is the largest section in a
standard symphony orchestra.
Answer: strings
7. After receiving an Oscar for his portrayal of Freddy Mercury in this movie, Rami Malek claimed that he
didn’t know about director Bryan Singer’s rape allegations. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this movie chronicling the rise of rock group Queen. It received four Oscars despite mixed-at-best
reviews from critics, and takes its title from one of the group’s most popular songs.
ANSWER: Bohemian Rhapsody
[10] A 2007 black-and-white biopic of this singer, Control, followed his battles with recurrent seizures and
turbulent love life. This singer fronted Joy Division for two albums before commiting suicide in 1980.
ANSWER: Ian Curtis
[10] One film following this band during their 1982 American tour showcased internal dysfunction between
guitarists David St.-Hubbins and Nigel Tufnel. Some other issues showcased in that film include a comically
small Stonehenge prop and the sudden death of their drummer by spontaneous combustion.
ANSWER: Spinal Tap
8. Answer some questions about the song “Heaven and Hell is on Earth”, for 10 points each:
[10] The song is by a band titled for this time period. A T. Rex song titled for a “boy” from this time period was
used in Levi’s commercials starring Brad Pitt.
ANSWER: 20th Century (accept “20th Century Steel Band” and “20th Century Boy”)
[10] The song is best remembered for the line “children growing, women producing”, which was sampled in the
song “Every Ghetto, Every City” on this Album of the Year-winner, which also contains the number ones
“Ex-Factor” and “Doo Wop (That Thing)”.
ANSWER: The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill
[10] That line was most famously sampled in the song “Jenny From The Block” by this artist, who holds the
record for most collaborations with Pitbull by a female artist, a record that includes “On the Floor” and “Dance
Again”.
ANSWER: Jennifer Lopez (accept “J-Lo”)
9. Tracy Chevalier curated this collection of short stories. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this 2016 collection of stories written by female authors. Its title, which is the opening line of the
last chapter of a novel, refers to the narrator’s decision to wed Edward Rochester.
ANSWER: Reader, I Married Him
[10] The line “Reader, I married him” appears in this Charlotte Bronte novel whose protagonist attends Lowood
School, and is shocked by a revelation about Bertha Mason.
ANSWER: Jane Eyre
[10] Chevalier also wrote this historical novel about the Protestant teenager Griet’s employment by a Catholic
Dutch family. It was adapted into a 2003 film starring Scarlett Johansson.
ANSWER: Girl with a Pearl Earring (note the absence of a “The” in the title)
10. A function of this name takes as input two variables of any type and returns the first argument completely
unmodified. For 10 points each:
[10] Name that function coded lambda a, lambda b, a in a method named for Alonzo Church.
ANSWER: true
[10] The coding scheme of functions such as the Church true is in a system named for lambda and this other
word. This other word names a branch of mathematics first formulated by Newton and Leibniz.
ANSWER: calculus
[10] The Church false is the same higher order function as this Church numeral. In 8-bit one’s complement, the
negative of this number is stored in memory as eight ones.
ANSWER: zero
11. This family owns the whip known as “Vampire Killer.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this family, whose member Leon founded their tradition of vampire hunting.
ANSWER: The Belmont Clan
[10] The Belmonts appear in this Konami action-adventure video game series. This series contains games
subtitled “Lords of Shadow” and “Symphony of the Night.”
ANSWER: Castlevania
[10] This member of the Belmont Clan was the first to defeat Dracula. This character first debuted in
Castlevania 3: Dracula’s Curse
ANSWER: Trevor C. Belmont
12. The third major characteristic of the theory of complex interdependence contends that the use of this form of
power is declining. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this form of power, defined as the ability of states to coerce others through military or economic
means.
ANSWER: hard power
[10] The distinction between “hard” and “soft” power was introduced by Joseph Nye, a leading proponent of the
“neo” variety of this school of thought. This school of thought generally rejects power politics as the only
possible outcome for international relations.
ANSWER: liberal (accept liberalism)
[10] Joseph Nye is a monthly contributor to this online media outlet, which dubs itself “the world’s opinion
page” and whose other contributors include Peter Singer and Yanis Varoufakis.
ANSWER: Project Syndicate
13.The singer of this song claims “I only love my bed and my momma I’m sorry”. For 10 points each,
[10] Name this song in which the singer raps about “bad things” that “they wishin’ on me”. It spent 11 weeks at
number 1 in early 2018.
ANSWER: “God’s Plan”
[10] “God’s Plan” is by this Degrassi: The Next Generation a ctor. This Canadian rapper first broke through with
singles like “Best I Ever Had” and has most recently lent vocals to a remix of Summer Walker’s “Girls Need
Love”.

ANSWER: Drake
[10] Drake’s beef with with Pusha T reached new heights in 2018 after the latter released this diss track, set over
Jay-Z’s “The Story of OJ”. This track contains allegations that Drake fathered a secret child and the cover
features a 2007 photo of Drake in blackface.
ANSWER: “The Story of Adidon”
14. These people were the targets of the Marian persecutions. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this category of people who were killed in the Portadown massacre.
ANSWER: Protestants (Accept anything specifying them as Irish, Northern Irish, British, Scottish, English,
anti-prompt on “Anglican” or “Presbyterian”)
[10] Followers of this sect of Protestantism were killed in the 1545 Massacre of Mérindol. This sect of
protestantism originated from the organization the Poor Men of Lyon.
ANSWER: The Waldensians [or Waldenses, Vallenses, Valdesi or Vaudois]
[10] Admiral Gaspard de Coligny was killed during this 1572 massacre of French Huguenot protestants. Before
this massacre, many prominent Huguenots had gathered in Paris for the wedding of Margaret of Valois and
Henry of Navarre.
ANSWER: The St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre (or Massacre de la S
 aint-Barthélemy)
15. For 10 points each, name some common abbreviations from the world of fanfiction:
[10] Meaning a fic set in a world other than the canon – what does AU stand for?
ANSWER: alternate universe
[10] This site currently hosts 4.4 million works from over 31,000 fandoms – what does AO3 stand for?
ANSWER: Archive of Our Own
[10] This largely refers to the author’s favourite ship, canon or otherwise, within a fandom – what does OTP
stand for?
ANSWER: one true pairing
16. After witnessing the murder of a Gestapo officer in this film, Captain Renault, played by Claude Rains, tells
his subordinates to “round up the usual suspects.” For 10 points each,
[10] Name this film in which an American bar owner helps a Czech Resistance leader escape from
Vichy-occupied Morocco. Other ubiquitous lines from this movie include “Louis, I think this is the beginning of
a beautiful friendship” and “play it, Sam. Play ‘As Time Goes By’.”
ANSWER:Casablanca
[10] This Swedish actress played Bogart’s former love interest, Ilsa, in Casablanca. She also starred in
Spellbound, Gaslight and Joan of Arc b efore she left Hollywood for over a decade to work with future husband
Roberto Rossellini.
ANSWER: Ingrid Bergman
[10] Rains and Bergman also worked together in this 1946 Alfred Hitchcock film, where Rains played an
escaped Nazi in Argentina who Bergman’s character must seduce for information. The film features a two and a
half minute long kiss between Bergman and Cary Grant.
ANSWER: Notorious
17. Answer some questions about the career of Suzan-Lori Parks, for 10 points each:
[10] Parks wrote the screenplay for Girl 6, which starred Theresa Randle and was directed by this man, who
earned Oscar nominations for BlacKkKlansman and Malcolm X.
ANSWER: [Shelton Jackson] “Spike” Lee
[10] Among Parks’s plays inspired by this Nathaniel Hawthorne novel are In the Blood and Fucking A. In the
latter, the protagonist, Hester Smith, is branded with an “A” for “Abortionist”.
ANSWER: The Scarlet Letter

[10] The pregnant Billy Beede and lesbian Willa Mae appear in a Parks novel that is an African-American
reimagining of this work. In this novel, “I made it on the bevel” is one of the 13 reasons offered for a certain
action.
ANSWER: As I Lay Dying
18. This scientist won the 1989 Nobel Physics prize with Hans Georg Dehmelt for their calculation of the
electron magnetic moment. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this scientist who also names a device whose equations of motion can be calculated using the
Mathieu equations.
ANSWER: Wolfgang Paul
[10] Paul’s namesake ion trap uses a configuration of this many cylindrical or hyperbolic electrodes. Three sets
of these many electrodes are joined in series in a common mass spectrometer design.
ANSWER: 4 (accept triple quadrupole )
[10] Paul traps are also named for this lowest energy part of the electromagnetic spectrum, as the low frequency
alternating current radiates long wavelengths of energy.
ANSWER: radio
19. Answer the following about fan altercations, for 10 points each:
[10] In a 2004 NBA game, a fan threw a cup of soda at this Indiana Pacers player, leading this player and his
teammates to start a brawl with fans. This player was the only participant in that brawl suspended for the rest of
the regular season and playoffs.
ANSWER: Ron Artest [or Metta World Peace]
[10] In a 1979 game against the New York Rangers, this player beat up a spectator with the spectator’s own
shoe. This player may be better known for his incompetent time as the general manager for the New York
Islanders during the turn of the millennium.
ANSWER: Mike Milbury
[10] In a 2003 playoff game at Wrigley Stadium, Steve Bartman caught a baseball that an outfielder from this
team was going to catch. This team finally won the World Series in 2016 after a 108 year drought.
ANSWER: Chicago Cubs
20. Increasingly, countries and corporations are establishing spaceports or cosmodromes to service space
programs, scientific missions, and even tourism. For 10 points each:
[10] Established as the prime cosmodrome for the Soviet Union, this spaceport located in a namesake oblast in
Kazakhstan is one of the busiest active spaceports. Many space firsts were launched from here, including Yuri
Gagarin becoming the first human in space, and the launch of the first orbital flight, Sputnik 1.
Answer: Baikonur Cosmodrome
[10] The European Space Agency, CNES, Arianespace, and Azercosmos all use the French spaceport
established in 1964 at Kourou in this overseas department located near the equator. This department’s capital is
Cayenne.
Answer: French Guiana
[10] Founded in 1958, the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center was the launchbase for China’s manned space
program Shenzhou. Jiuquan is located near Ejin in this autonomous region dominated by steppe and part of the
Gobi Desert, with capital at Hohhot.
Answer: Inner Mongolia

